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Growing as a Photographer
Growing as a photographer is about the patern most photographers follow.   I 
have a deep familiarity with each of these phases as I have experienced them. 

The Beginner

 It's okay to be a beginner. In fact, I wish I could start over just to experience the 
excitement again. Many people, including myself, start out with our new camera 
set on auto and think “Wow, I can take great pictures, I'm a photographer.” 

The salesman was right! This camera can make me great!  All I need is to tell 
everyone and I'll be set for life...

Hmm!  Wait a minute. How come a lot of the faces in my photos are dark? Why 
does the camera focus on the leaf next to the fower instead of on the fower? 

Looking for the Quick Fix
Some people will go on looking for the "answers" or quick fx.  They’ll read a litle 
bit about what the diferent setngs do, maybe watch some videos and then 
discover.... Photoshop... I can fx everything with hhotoshop! 

Looking for a quick fx ends up with poor results usually.  If one manages to move 
past this stage, then a realizaton sets in. We realize there are no quick fx, no gif, 
no equipment, no technique, no great eye, and no great capture. No, good 
photography isn’t any of these things. It’s a craf and will require study, practce 
and experience to become a good photographer.

Learning Technique
The stage of learning technique arrives.  This period is critcal and important. It’s 
flled with hours of study and practce.  During this stage of photography, we learn
to take good images using these new techniques. We strut with pride.  We think 
we’ve arrived. It's a great moment in anyone's photographic career. 

 The sad thing is that many potentally great photographers become content and 
happy being technically skilled.  I know this because I spent too many years at this



doorstop. However, I never was quite satsfed.  My work was okay but, I felt my 
photographs were stll missing something crucial.

Finding a voice
Eventually, I came across a couple of really helpful books by some professional 
photographers. Reading their books, I realized that I was just another crappy 
mediocre photographer. I didn’t like the reference, but at the tme it ft.  (nd 
some days it stll does.) 

This realizaton changed my approach to photography. I realized that I was not 
putng what I was seeing, feeling or intending others to see, into my 
photographs. 

I started studying again, but, this tme the focus was not on technique, but on the 
diferent elements, the light, the shape, the lines....  I learned about design and 
compositon.  I studied and I am stll a student of this aspect of photography. I'm 
learning to translate my personal vision into this beautful language of 
photography. 

Remember, Then Begin Again

Recognize today where you’re at and accept that it’s okay.  Your growth as a 
photographer will be flled with disappointments, and frustratons.  You will have 
self-doubts.  You’ll wonder if your work is any good.  You’ll put your heart and 
soul into a photograph and then the critcs opinions will hurt you. 

You will quit!  Just remember to begin again.  Your photography is your art, your 
way to feel, to see and to share.  It is beautful. So pick up your camera and get 
back out there and make more photographs.
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Photographer’s Intent
Successful Compositon Comes First
Explanatons second
Ideas and Principles not rules
Look  to express one’s self don’t look for rules to follow
Queston is not what is the sest Compositon for this scene, but what are you trying to expresst
Compositon follows intent

Be Present & Receptive
First Job is not to make photographs
To notce, to observe
se more perceptve
Just slow down
Looking vs. Seeing
Looking is actve
We are trying to fnd the photograph so eager we miss it
Opposite of being open and receptve
seing open and receptve
Start empty
(pproach with intent of receiving what comes

Step One
Identfy expectatons
(cknowledge them
Don’t let them blind you
Let it present itself
Do sketch images
seter light, moment

Step Two
(sk Questons
More questons leads to creatve possibilites
What if I shoot from the other side
Change my POV higher or lower
Diferent lens or shuter speed
Right moment or is beter one coming
Don’t get seduced by the hardware

There is no shortcut to this stuf!



Choose 10-12 Images
(SK
What is it that made me make this photograph
What does it say to the viewer
How can I make it stronger
What if…
Think about the choices you make
The constraint of the frame 
Point of View
Lines & shape
Light and Moment

Frame Exercise
Select a few images then:
Look at the elements
Make a list of the elements in the frame
ie – a tree, water, rock 
(sk What If I lef out the ______t
Does it make the image strongert
Repeat untl you answer that it makes it weaker.
Now the opposite: what element if added would have made the image strongert

Light Exercise – 360
Choose a subject you can experience for all 4 sides all year long
Make a Journal
3 tmes a day record the light
Directon 
Weather
Shadows
Quality – hard/sof, intensity, color
Make Photos
(ll sides
(t least once a week 
Study and review the diferences over tme

Creative Exercise Watching
Find a locaton you like and wait and watch
Not for 5 min or 10 but an hour or more
Don’t cop out – this is not an easy exercise
Watch what happens
If its people - watch the diferent interactons
Watch the moments
What is  happening with the light
Don’t trust what you frst see look again look more
The longer you sit the more things you will see that you never image


